
 

TRIPLE JUMP  2012 
 
Using a runway and sand filled landing area, the objective is to leap as far as possible from a 20cm wide board in 
the runway into the sand using three successive one footed jumps. 
 

Technique 

The three jumps are: 
1. hop – jumping off one foot at the board and landing on the same foot on     
              the runway 
2. bound – landing on the runway on the opposite foot (actually a bound) 
3. jump – landing in the sand pit on both feet 

The triple jump is measured from the closest impression made in the sand by the jumper back to the front of the 
takeoff board (closest to the sand). 
 
Teaching Beginners 

On the grass 

Using a grass field and the goal line for the soccer field, have the group spread themselves along the goal line.   
Explain the triple jump to them and have them do a standing triple jump on the grass using the goal line as the 
takeoff point.  The sequence is – stand on strong leg – hop onto the same foot – bound onto the other foot – 
jump onto both feet.  The sequence can be described as landing on the – same – other – both. 
 

Have the group walk back to the goal line and take another few tries.  Repeat using a two-step approach and 
taking off on the goal line. 
  
On the triple jump runway 

Using the triple jump (or long jump) runway, place a traffic cone at both sides of the runway at an appropriate 
distance from the sand pit.  These two cones will designate the take off point for the triple jump.  The appropriate 
distance will depend upon the physical maturity of the athletes and could vary from 6 to 9 metres from the pit.  
Have an average sized member of the group walk twelve paces further along the runway from the take off point.  
Place another two cones at this point.   This will serve as an approximate starting mark for a six stride runup.   If 
possible, use two pits and separate the group into two smaller groups by ability.  Have the group do several triple 
jumps using the six stride runup.    
 

The objectives in triple jumping are: 
1. To maintain horizontal speed through all three phases of the triple jump. 
2. To make each of the three jumps about the same duration and distance.  
 
Rhythm 

Most of the beginners will be taking a high, long hop followed by a very short bound and a long jump at the end.   
To help the jumpers achieve a three jump rhythm, tell them to listen to their footfalls.   There should be a “bam – 
bam – bam” rhythm not “bam – ba – bam”.    Instruct the jumpers to put less effort into the ‘hop’ phase of the 
triple jump.  This will enable them to maintain their speed through the three jumps.  The sequence should be 
“forward – forward – up”.   Twelve full jumps are enough in a single session. 
  



If the jumpers are still having difficulty doing a consistent rhythm (going too far and high on the hop) and if there 
is time (a few practices) have them do the triple jump all on one leg.   They will be unable to complete the triple 
jump if they hop too high.  The jump is now hop – hop – hop (or landing on – same – same – both).   Once they 
can do the triple hop, return to the regular triple jump.   Their rhythm should be much improved. 



 
Leg Action 

The leg action should be learned next.  Instruct the jumpers to use a high knee action in between jumps and to 
pick up their feet.  The foot should land in a pawing back action with both the hop and bound phases also landing 
on a slightly flexed leg.   Beginners tend to reach for the runway prematurely during the hop and particularly the 
bound and thereby land on a straight leg.   Instruct them to “wait for the ground” to start to come up to them 
before striking with a pawing back action with their foot.  This action is used when landing both the hop and 
bound. 
 
Full Runup 

The final step is to integrate a full runup with the jump.   The faster the athlete runs: 
 The greater will be the distance jumped.  
 The greater will be the impact with the ground.  
 

Begin by just adding two running steps each time (approximately four walking steps), gradually increasing the 
length of the runup to 12 running strides.  The runup should be measured using the same partner method as in 
the long jump.  Arm action should be left as natural as possible for at least one season. 
 
Drills 

The use of jumping drills can be particularly helpful in the training of the triple jumper.   The types of drills can be 
separated into two groups.  These groups are Preparation Phase drills and Pre Competition Phase drills. 
 

Preparation Phase Drills 
Using the runup only (not the landing pit), these drills are done to teach the rhythm of the hops and bounds and 
to strengthen the legs of the jumper.   These drills are done with four successive jumps and can be done over very 
short (25cm. to 40cm.) high hurdles.  They are: 

 Four hops on the left foot only 
 Four hops on the right foot only 
 Four bounds 

Young athletes should start with four repetitions and build up gradually, doing the drills once per week. 
 

Pre Competition Phase Drills 
These drills use three successive jumps, landing in a sand pit but with a short four to six step runup.   They are 
helpful to establish rhythm. 

 Drill 1 – hop – hop – jump.   Right foot takeoff, land on the right, takeoff and land on the right again, 
takeoff and then land on both feet in the landing pit.   There are three right foot takeoffs. 

 Drill 2 – bound – bound – jump.   Left foot takeoff, land on the right, takeoff and land on the left, takeoff 
and land on both feet  in the landing pit.  There are two left foot and one right foot takeoffs. 

 
The six elements of the triple jump are:  a 
fast runup, a fast hop takeoff using a low 
trajectory, a long bound in the second 
phase, trying for height in the jump phase,  
reaching with the arms into the landing 
with the feet as high as possible and picking 
the feet and knees up in all three phases. 
 


